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Abstract—We introduce a decentralized and online path plan-
ning technique for a network of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
in the presence of weather disturbances. In our problem setting,
the group of UAVs are required to collaboratively visit a set of
goals scattered in a 2-dimensional area. Each UAV will have
to spend energy to reach these goals, but due to unforeseen
disturbances, the required energy may vary over time and
does not necessarily conform with the initial forecast and/or
pre-computed optimal paths. Thus, we are dealing with two
fundamental interrelated problems to find a global optimum at
each point of time: (1) energy consumption prediction based
on disturbances and, hence, online path replanning, and (2)
distributed agreement among all UAVs to divide the remaining
unvisited goals based on their positions and energy requirements.
Our approach consists of four main components: (i) a distributed
algorithm that periodically divides the unvisited goals among all
the UAVs based on the current energy requirements of the UAVs,
(ii) a local (i.e., UAV-level) A∗-based algorithm that computes the
desirable path for each UAV to reach the nodes assigned to it,
(iii) a local PID controller that predicts the inputs to the UAV
(i.e., thrust and moments), and (iv) a planner that computes
the required energy and the replanning time period. We validate
our proposed solution through a rich set of simulations and show
that our approach is significantly more efficient than a best-effort
algorithm that directs each idle UAV to visit the closest unvisited
goal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), commonly known as
drones, are currently being used in many domains and are
expected to play a significant role in future technologies. UAVs
have application in emergency-response, search and rescue,
transportation, border patrolling, agriculture, topographical
surveys and inspection, and even in the entertainment indus-
try. Moreover, in today’s highly connected world, it is very
realistic to employ UAVs as mobile sensors and actuators,
becoming an essential part of the Internet of Things (IoT)
and playing a crucial role in our daily lives. Each UAV
application has its specific challenges, but they all share one
severe restriction, namely, energy constraints that limit their
use to relatively small-scale applications. For instance, the
economically feasible coverage area for a topographical survey
application is now limited to areas less than 1km2. This and
similar scenarios call for transition from single UAV/single
operator approaches to autonomous multi-UAV/single operator
solutions. This is a highly challenging task as coordination
of multiple interacting UAVs involves many subtleties, from
solving computationally intractable problems, e.g., the vehicle
routing problem (VRP) [1] to dealing with fault-tolerance and
physical disturbances.
Multi-UAV path planning has been studied from different
perspectives. Solutions to the distributed VRP [2], [3] are
typically concerned with finding optimal routes in the presence
of a static or dynamic set of clients and demands. These efforts
essentially abstract away the impact of physical disturbances
on the cost of vehicle routes. However, in reality, physical
disturbances such as weather conditions can have profound
impact on the local and global energy efficiency of a network
of vehicles. Furthermore, to our knowledge, approaches that
deal with environment stimuli (e.g., [4]) are limited to control-
theoretic techniques for single-UAV applications and it is
unclear how they can be extended to a multi-UAV setting.
With this motivation, in this paper, we introduce a
disturbance-aware decentralized and online path planning tech-
nique for a network of autonomous UAVs. Our problem setting
consists of a network of quadrotor UAVs with peer-to-peer
communication capability that are required to collaboratively
travel to and visit a designated set of goals scattered in a 2-
dimensional area. All UAVs have a consistent map of the area
that includes a fixed set of goals and obstacles (see Fig. 1).
That is, goals and obstacles do not move and new obstacles
or goals do not appear or disappear from the area. Each UAV
will have to spend energy to travel to and visit these goals.
Due to unforeseen disturbances, the required energy may vary
over time and does not necessarily conform with the initial
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Fig. 1: Hexagon grid of flight area and flight paths of UAVs.
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forecast and/or pre-computed paths. Thus, our goal is to design
an algorithm that minimizes the global energy consumption
among all UAVs to travel to and visit all designated goals.
In order to solve this optimization problem, one has to deal
with two fundamental and interrelated subproblems to find the
global optimum at each point of time: (1) energy consumption
prediction and online path planning based on disturbances,
and (2) distributed agreement among all UAVs to divide the
remaining goals based on their positions.
Our proposed solution works as follows. Each UAV a in
the network runs the same local algorithm, which consists of
four main components (see Fig. 2):
• A synchronous distributed algorithm, called
NodeDivision, periodically divides the remaining
set of goals among all the UAVs based on their current
positions and energy requirements. This algorithm results
in the set V aG of nodes that the UAV sets as its goals.
• For each node v ∈ V aG , a local (i.e., UAV-level) A∗-based
algorithm [5] computes the desirable path Xˆav from the
current location of the UAV to v by dividing the map into
a set of adjacent hexagons (see Fig. 1). This algorithm
assumes that the current wind disturbance will continue
for the foreseeable future while predicting energy costs.
• A local PID controller periodically takes the desirable
path to each node v ∈ V aG as well as the current wind
disturbance vector d as input and estimates the predicted
inputs Uav (i.e., thrust and moments) to the UAV. From
this input, one can predict the required energy and next
position of the UAV.
• Finally, a local planner determines (1) the next goal
to visit (i.e., goala), which is given to the UAV flight
controller, (2) the next replanning period τ , and (3)
whether the current location of the UAV obtained by GPS
is at the intended goal.
We validate our proposed solution through a rigorous set
of simulations. First, we show that our technique saves 25%
energy on average, as compared to a greedy algorithm, where
each idle UAV chooses to visit the closest unvisited goal
on the flight map. We believe that given the current battery
technology of UAVs, this is a significant improvement. Then,
we analyze the effectiveness of different components of our
algorithm and their roles in achieving energy savings in
different scenarios. We show that in scenarios with a small
number of goals and UAVs, the PID controller plays a crucial
role in choosing goals and dealing with disturbances. On the
contrary, for scenarios with larger areas, number of goals, and
UAVs, periodic invocation of NodeDivision will result in larger
energy savings. Our results are consistent among simulations
with different number of goals and UAVs as well as different
wind patterns. For all of our simulations, we demonstrate
statistical significance by ensuring at least 95% confidence
interval.
Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section II, we formally state the problem. Section III
presents system model dynamics of UAVs. Section IV presents
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Fig. 2: Building blocks of disturbance-aware decentralized
path planning.
the overall idea of our technique, while Section V elaborates
on the details. Simulation results are explained in Section VI.
Related work is discussed in Section VII. Finally, we make
concluding remarks and discuss future work in Section VIII.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We first introduce some notation. Throughout the paper, we
use bold lower and upper case italic letters to denote vectors
and matrices, respectively (e.g., x and X). We consider
discrete time, where tk means the time at index k (k ≥ 0) and
tk+1 is its successor with sampling time ts, i.e., ts = tk+1−tk.
We represent a set of UAVs by A. Let V be a set of nodes
and V0 ⊆ V be the depot set, such that initially there is a
one-to-one mapping from A to V0, i.e., each depot hosts at
most one UAV and each UAV is initially assigned to a depot.
Thus, for a depot v ∈ V0, by va0 , we mean the depot assigned
to UAV a.
We assume that each node v ∈ V has a 2-dimensional
coordinate pv = [xv yv]
T on the XY -plane. The current
position of a UAV a ∈ A is represented by
pa =
[
xa ya za
]T
. (1)
We note that throughout the paper, we will abstract away the
third dimension za. That is, our path planning problem is only
on the XY -plane. We introduce the wind disturbance d (k) at
the time tk on the XY -plane, such that
d (k) =
[
dx dy
]T
, (2)
where the dx and dy is the wind speed in x- and y-directions,
respectively.
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Informally, our goal is to design an online decentralized and
energy-efficient algorithm, where a set A of UAVs travel to
the set V of nodes in the presence of wind disturbances and
complete a task at each node. In this paper, we take traveling
energy cost into consideration. That is before visiting a node v,
a UAV a must travel from pa to pv . This movement requires
energy to defy gravity and time-variant wind disturbance d.
We now state our optimization problem formally. Given a
set A of UAVs, a set V of nodes on the XY -plane and the
time-variant wind disturbance d, our goal is to find a path
plan P such that (1) each UAV a at every time instance
k ∈ T chooses the next node to visit, (2) each node is visited
only once, (3) all the nodes in V are visited, and (4) the
path eventually terminates. These constraints are formally the
following:
P : A× N → V ∪ {⊥}
∀k ∈ T : ∀a, a′ ∈ A : ((a 6= a′) ⇒ P(a, k) 6= P(a′, k)){P(a, k) ∣∣ a ∈ A ∧ k ∈ [0, T ]} = V
∀a ∈ A : ∃k ∈ N : ∀j ≥ k : P(a, j) =⊥
where N denotes the set of natural numbers, ⊥ represents the
situation that P does not return an unservided node, and T is
the time index that plan P terminates, i.e.,
T = min
{
k | ∀a ∈ A : P(a, k) = ⊥}.
Now, let V aP denote the set of nodes chosen by P for vehicle
a, i.e.,
V aP =
{P(a, k) | k ∈ [0, T ]}.
Our objective is to minimize the energy needed by P:
min
∑
a∈A
∑
v∈V aP
T∑
k=0
Ek (a, v,d (k))
where Ek is the piece-wise traveling energy cost from time tk
to tk+1 by UAV a to node v under disturbance d(k).
III. SYSTEM MODEL DYNAMICS
Throughout this paper, we focus on quadrotor UAVs.
A. Quadrotor Model
a) Thrust and moment: A quadrotor has four propellers
with two of them rotating clockwise while the other two
rotating counter-clockwise. The rotational speed of a propeller
(denoted ωi, where i ∈ [1, 4]) generate thrust (denoted Fi) and
magnitude of moment (denoted Ti) in quadratic proportion [6]:
Fi = κfω
2
i Ti = κmω
2
i
where κf and κm are the thrust and moments proportionality
constants, respectively.
b) Input vector: Let l be the length of the arms of
the quadrotor which is a constant value. The net thrust and
moments on the quadrotor, which we consider as the inputs
to the system are given by:
F
Mx
My
Mz
 =

κf κf κf κf
0 lκf 0 −lκf
−lκf 0 lκf 0
κm −κm κm −κm


ω21
ω22
ω23
ω24
 (3)
where F is the net thrust and Mx, My , and Mz are the X-,
Y -, and Z-direction moments on the quadrotor, respectively.
Then, for each UAV a ∈ A, we write its inputs as
ua =
[
F Mx My Mz
]T
.
Near maximum thrust is generated when all four propellers
approximately operate in maximum rotational speed ωmax.
Hence, from (3), we obtain:
Fmax ' 4κfω2max (4)
c) State of quadrotor: Let the velocity, the roll/pitch/yaw
Euler angles and the body frame angular velocities of a UAV
a be defined as the following:
va =
[
vx vy vz
]T
(5)
Θa =
[
ψ θ ψ
]T
(6)
Ωa =
[
p q r
]T
. (7)
Combining (1), (5), (6), and (7), we define the state of a UAV
a (denoted xa) by the vector
xa =
[
pTa v
T
a Θ
T
a Ω
T
a
]T
. (8)
B. Quadrotor Dynamics & Disturbance Model
We consider the wind as the only external disturbance. We
assume that, at any time index k, the wind disturbance is
modeled as (2). We assume that a function f at time index k
takes the state xa of a UAV, its input ua, and wind disturbance
d, and gives the new state at time index k + 1 as follows:
xa(k + 1) = f
(
xa(k),ua(k),d(k)
)
. (9)
We assume constraints on the wind disturbance, namely,
maximum wind disturbance dmax(k) and minimum wind
disturbance dmin(k). Thus, the magnitude of the wind speed is
in the range [0, dmax] for some dmax > 0. Then, the dmax(k)
can be defined as ‖dmax(k)‖ = dmax and the direction of
dmax(k) and va(k) are opposite to each other, where ‖·‖ is
the l2-norm of a vector, where for vector x = [x1 . . . xn]
T ,
we have:
‖x‖ =
√√√√ n∑
k=1
x2k.
Similarly, the dmin(k) can be defined as ‖dmin(k)‖ = dmax
and the direction of dmin(k) and va(k) are the same with each
other [7].
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C. Energy Cost of Traveling
The main source of power consumption in a UAV is the
motors of propellers, which is equal to
Pi = Tiωi = κmω
3
i ,
for i ∈ [1, 4]. Thus, the total power consumption is given by:
P =
4∑
i=1
Pi = κm
4∑
i=1
ω3i . (10)
Furthermore, the UAV has to defy wind disturbances when it
is traveling to a node. We now compute the power needed to
deal with wind disturbances during traveling. Given the mass
ma of a UAV a, the force needed to defy gravity is Fg = mag.
Let FD denote the drag force [8] of wind given by:
FD =
1
2
CdρR ‖va − d‖2 (11)
where Cd is the drag coefficient, ρ is the air density, R is
the projected area faced by the wind which is assumed to be
constant for a UAV. As can be seen, the drag force generated
by wind on a UAV is proportional to their relative speed.
The ground velocity of a UAV can be calculated as va = d+
vr, where vr is the velocity relative to wind. Let θ be the angle
between the direction of the wind and direction from current
location pi to the destination location pj , where pj 6= pi. In
order to maintain the direction of UAV under wind disturbance,
we must have:
‖va‖ =
√
‖vr‖2 − (‖d‖ sin θ)2 + ‖d‖ cos θ (12)
If we let the UAV fly with maximum ground speed to achieve
minimum traveling time, it must generate the maximum thrust
force, such that:
FTmax =
√
F 2max − F 2g '
√
(4κfω2max)
2 − (mag)2.
Once the UAV achieves the steady flight status with maximum
ground speed, we have FTmax = FD. By substituting (4) and
(11), we have√
(4κfω2max)
2 − (mag)2 ' 1
2
CdρR ‖vr‖2 (13)
Finally, the total energy needed by a UAV is to travel from pi
to pj can be computed as follows:
E(pi,pj)
=P · t(pi,pj) ' 4κmω
3
max · t(pi,pj)
〈substituting (10)〉
=4κmω
3
max ·
∥∥pi − pj∥∥
‖va‖
=
4κmω
3
max
∥∥pi − pj∥∥√
‖vr‖2 − (‖d‖ sin θ)2 + ‖d‖ cos θ
〈substituting (12)〉
=
4κmω
3
max
∥∥pi − pj∥∥√√
(4κfω2max)
2−(mag)2
1
2CdρR
− (‖d‖ sin θ)2 + ‖d‖ cos θ
,
〈from (13)〉
(14)
Algorithm 1 PathPlanning for UAV a ∈ A
1: V aG ← NodeDivision (VG);
2: For each (v ∈ V aG) do Xˆ
a
v ← A∗ (v);
3: For each (v ∈ V aG) do Uav ← PID
(
Xˆ
a
v
)
;
4: Compute Eav , E
a
v,max, E
a
v,min from U
a
v using (14,16).
5: goala ← arg min
{
Eav
∣∣ v ∈ V aG};
6: rmax ← max
{
Risk
(
Eav , E
a
v,max, E
a
v,min
) ∣∣ v ∈ V aG −
{goala}
}
;
7: τ ← ReplanningInterval(rmax );
8: if (pa = pgoala ) then
9: V aG ← V aG − {goala};
10: goto 2;
11: end if
12:
∥∥∥∥∥ 12a : Start traveling to goala;12b : Wait for τ time units, then goto 2;
where P is the power of the UAV when it is traveling to a
node. It is not hard to prove that E(pi,pj) reaches maximum
if ‖d‖ = dmax and θ = pi which means the direction of
maximum speed wind is opposite to the direction the UAV
will travel to. Thus, in Equation (9), we denote this kind of
wind at time index k with dmax(k). The impact of minimum
wind dmin(k) can be explained analogously.
IV. THE OVERALL IDEA
We assume that the XY -plane is given as a hexagon grid
to all the UAVs. Figure 1 shows a flight area, where the set of
nodes to be visited is {v1, v2, . . . , v8}, solid black hexagons
represent obstacles, and three UAVs are in the red, green,
and blue depots. The reason we choose hexagon grids is that
the distance between the center of a hexagon to the center of
any of its neighboring hexagons is the same and, hence, the
direction of traveling alone does not change the energy cost.
For simplicity, we assume that each node v ∈ V (including
the depots) is located at the center of a hexagon. The main
components of the algorithm are as follows (see also Fig. 2).
Node division. Our main decentralized path planning
technique is shown in Algorithm 1. Each UAV a ∈ A runs
the same algorithm. The main steps of the algorithm are as
follows. In Line 1, the UAVs create and agree on a partition
of nodes through communicating with each other by invoking
NodeDivision(). This results in a goal set for each UAV
a ∈ A (denoted V aG) from the current set of unvisited nodes
(denoted VG). This is a synchronous step, meaning that all
UAVs proceed to Line 2 simultaneously and is described in
detail in Section V-A. For example, in Fig. 1, the goal set of
the leftmost red UAV is {v1, v2, v3}.
Computing desirable path. In Line 2, for each v ∈ V aG ,
we create a path that starts at pa (i.e., the current position
of a) and ends at pv . The path goes through a sequence of
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adjacent hexagon centers (i.e., 2D positions, called waypoints)
by using an A∗-based algorithm [5]. This algorithm (described
in Section V-B) returns a sequence of desirable states at each
time index, such that:
Xˆ
a
v = xˆa
(
tpa
)
xˆa
(
tpa + 1
)
xˆa
(
tpa + 2
)
· · · xˆa
(
tpa + t(pa,pv)
)
(15)
where tpa is the time index at current location of a, and
t(pa,pv) is the desirable traveling time following the path
generated by the A∗ algorithm.
Predicting energy consumption. We employ a PID controller
to predict the energy cost of the desirable path computed in
Line 2. Thus, we apply PID (Line 3) to Xˆ
a
v to compute a
sequence of predicted inputs Uav of the UAV which will be
used to obtain the predicted traveling energy cost Eav (see
Section V-C for details). The predicted energy cost of traveling
to node v from the current location of a is the sum of piece-
wise traveling energy cost in each sampling time interval
during the entire path:
Eav =
tpa+t(pa,pv)∑
k=tpa
Ek
(
a, v,d(k)
)
. (16)
Recall from Section II that Ek(a, v,d(k)) is the piece-wise
traveling energy cost from time tk to tk+1 by UAV a
towards node v under disturbance d(k), as prescribed by
Equation (14) and based on Uav . As a matter of fact, at time
index tpa , the UAV cannot get the future wind disturbance.
Thus, we let d(k) = d(tpa), for all k ∈ [tpa , tpa + t(pa,pv)].
Likewise, Eav,max and E
a
v,min can be computed by replacing
d(k) with dmax(k) and dmin(k), respectively. Let the node
that has minimum predicted traveling energy cost among all
the nodes in V aG be the new goal goal
a to travel to and visit
(Line 5). For example, in Fig. 1, for the leftmost red UAV,
goala = v3 in the first iteration of the algorithm. Observe
that the union of sequences of goala nodes for each UAV
essentially establishes plan P as described in Section II.
Replanning. Next, for each node v ∈ V aG , except goala,
from the total predicted traveling energy cost and the max-
imum/minimum traveling energy costs, we compute a risk
value (Line 6) and select the maximum among them (rmax ) to
compute the time interval τ before the next planning procedure
(Line 7) by calling ReplanningInterval() (described in Section
V-D). At this point, the UAV has its goal node. If the UAV’s
current location is the same as the location of its goal node
(Lines 8 – 11), then (i) a has visited its goal, (ii) removes
goala from V aG , and (iii) jumps back to Line 2. Otherwise,
the UAV starts executing two concurrent threads (Line 12):
(1) the UAV starts traveling to goala, and (2) jumps back to
Line 2 after τ time units to dynamically reevaluate its current
course. Concurrent to the above steps, each UAV periodically
communicates a message to other UAVs every tc time units
to share the set of nodes that it has visited since the last
communication. Finally, the UAVs may periodically invoke
NodeDivision to dynamically reorganize their goal sets. In
Fig. 1, iterative execution of the algorithm results in red, green,
and blue paths.
V. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
In this section, we delve into the details of Algorithm 1,
namely, node division, path planning, energy prediction, and
replanning in Sections V-A – V-D, respectively.
A. Online Node Division
In our decentralized multi-UAV path planning algorithm,
each UAV initially chooses a group of nodes as potential
goals to travel to and visit. In order to avoid overlaps between
UAVs, we propose a distributed synchronous1 node division
technique (see Algorithm 2) that partitions the nodes in V .
Algorithm sketch. The general idea of the algorithm is the
following:
• First, each UAV a ∈ A chooses a set V aG of nodes
whose traveling require significantly less energy than
other UAVs based on its distance to the nodes. Then, it
broadcasts V aG to all others and receives similar messages,
acquiring knowledge of V aG for all a ∈ A, i.e., ∪a∈AV aG .
• Next, each UAV attempts to add the remaining nodes
(i.e., nodes not in ∪a∈AV aG) to V aG . To this end, for each
such node, say v, it computes the extra energy needed to
cover V aG∪{v} by computing the average TSP distance of
these nodes. It then broadcasts a message containing the
extra energy needed to cover each v and receives similar
messages from other UAVs.
• Finally, from the set of remaining nodes, each UAV
chooses the nodes that requires the least extra energy,
as compared to other UAVs.
We note that one can run NodeDivision periodically to archive
better load balancing. We will study the impact of frequent
node division in Section VI.
Detailed description. The detailed steps of NodeDivision for
each UAV a ∈ A are listed in Algorithm 2. Let VG denote
the set of unvisited nodes. Each element of VG may be later
added to V aG (initially empty) for visiting. First, the UAV
starts choosing nodes without communicating with the other
UAVs (Lines 2 – 6). In each iteration, a node vnew that is
the closest to the UAV is considered (Line 3) and we test if
the traveling energy cost to vnew by a is significantly less
than all other UAVs (Line 4). To this end, we check that the
minimum traveling energy needed from pa′ , for any a
′, to
pvnew is greater than the maximum energy needed to travel
roundtrip from pa to pv , for all v ∈ V aG . If the above condition
is satisfied, we add vnew to V aG (Line 4). When all the nodes
1In a synchronous distributed algorithm [9], each process sends a message
to all processes and waits until it receives a message from all processes,
including itself. When it receives all the messages, it continues with some
local computation. Each send-receive-compute sequence is called a round.
Synchronous algorithms typically execute multiple rounds before they termi-
nate.
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Algorithm 2 NodeDivision for UAV a ∈ A
Input: VG
1: V aG ← ∅;
2: for each v ∈ VG do
3: vnew ← arg min
{
‖pa − pv‖
∣∣∣ v ∈ VG − V aG};
4: if (∀a′ ∈ A − {a} : 2∑v∈V aG∪{vnew}Eav,max <
Ea
′
vnew ,min
) then V aG ← V aG ∪ {vnew};
5: end if
6: end for
7: Broadcast
(
V aG
)
;
8: V ′ ← Receive
(
∪a′∈A{V a′G }
)
;
9: Let A be the area of the circumcircle of V aG ∪ {pa};
10: L ← c√(|V aG |+ 1)A;
11: Sa ← ∅;
12: for each v ∈ VG − V ′ do
13: Compute L′ for V aG ∪ {v} as in Lines 9 – 10;
14: ∆Lav ← L′ − L;
15: Sa ← Sa ∪ {∆Lav};
16: end for
17: Broadcast (Sa);
18: Receive
(
∪a′∈A{∆La′v }v∈VG−V ′
)
;
19: for each v ∈ VG − V ′ do
20: if ∆Lav = min
{
∆La′v
∣∣ a′ ∈ A} then
21: V aG ← V aG ∪ {v};
22: end if
23: end for
in VG are considered, the UAV broadcasts its goal set V aG
(Line 7) and receives similar messages from all the UAVs.
After receiving all messages, each UAV has full knowledge
of the current set of goals of all other UAV and attempts to
add the remaining nodes (i.e., nodes not in ∪a∈AV aG) to V aG .
To this end, we identify the circumcircle of the nodes in VG
plus the current position of the UAV and compute its area
A. The nearest neighbor algorithm approximates the expected
TSP tour length [10] through all these nodes to:
L ≈ c
√
nA,
where c is a constant and n is the number of these nodes.
Particularly, if n = 1, then A = 0 and if n = 2, then the
straight line between the two nodes is the diameter of the
circumcircle. In our problem, n = |V aG | + 1. Observe that L
as computed in Lines 9 – 10 characterizes the expected total
traveling energy cost for all the nodes in V aG . Next, we compute
the extra energy needed for each remaining node (Line 12)
and include all these values in Sa, which is sent to all other
UAVs (Line 17), and again, receives messages with similar
information (Line 18). For each unchosen node v (Line 19),
we check if the extra energy needed is minimum among that
for all other UAVs (Line 20). If so, the UAV adds this node to
its own potential goal set V aG (Line 21). To resolve the situation
that more than one UAV has minimum ∆Lav , we can break
the tie by choosing the UAV with minimum id (not shown in
the algorithm).
B. Online Desirable Path Planning
For each node v ∈ V aG (as computed by Algorithm 2) on
the XY -plane with the hexagon grid, we compute a desirable
traveling path from pa to pv , based on the well-known A
∗
algorithm [5]. We also consider both wind disturbance and
obstacle bypass. We denote the set of all the hexagons by L
and the set of hexagons containing obstacles by Lo, where
Lo ⊆ L. For a node v ∈ V , the hexagon whose center is v
is denoted by lv . We also denote the 2D center position of
a hexagon l with pl. As for the UAV movement, each UAV
moves along a sequence of centers of neighboring hexagons
to reach a node v from its current location:
L(a,v) = l1l2 · · · ln,
where pl1 = pa and ln = lv . Let
F (l) = g (l) + h (l)
be the A∗ prediction function, where g (l) represents the
predicted traveling energy cost from pa to pl through a
sequence of hexagons and h (l) is the predicted traveling
energy cost from pl to pv through a straight path. F (l) is
the total predicted traveling energy cost from pa to pv via
hexagon l. The estimated wind disturbance is modeled as
d(k + i) = d(k), for all i > 0, where k is the time index
at the current position of a.
We compute g(l) in the following way: assuming that UAV
a starts traveling from a hexagon l′ to another hexagon l at
time index tl′ , by Equation (14), we obtain both the time index
tl when a reaches l, such that
tl = tl′ + t(l′,l),
where t(l′,l) is the desirable traveling time from pl′ to pl, and
the traveling energy cost from pl′ to pl, i.e., E(l′,l) under wind
disturbance d(tl′):
g(l) = g(l′) + Et(l′,l). (17)
To compute h (l), we assume that wind disturbance is d (tl′).
By using Equation (14), traveling energy cost will be
h (l) = Et(l,lv). (18)
From (17) and (18), we will get the predicted traveling energy
cost F (l) from pa to pv via hexagon l.
The detailed steps of our path planning algorithm are shown
in Algorithm 3. In Lines 1 – 3, we first create two functions
g : L → R≥0 and F : L → R≥0. We also define an
auxiliary function Parent : L → L ∪ {⊥}, where the parent
of a hexagon on a path is its predecessor. We initialize the
parent hexagon of all the hexagons to ⊥. We also initialize an
empty open set Sc and closed set Sc for basic A∗ algorithm
where they both can contain a set of hexagons (Line 4). After
initialization, we add la into So, update g(la) and F (la), and
set tla to current time index (Line 5).
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Algorithm 3 A∗ function for UAV a ∈ A and node v ∈ V aG
1: for each l ∈ L do
2: g (l) , F (l)← +∞; Parent (l)←⊥;
3: end for
4: So, Sc ← ∅;
5: g (la)← 0; F (la)← g (la)+h (la); tla ← k; So ← {la};
6: while (So 6= ∅) do
7: lc ← arg min
{
F (l)
∣∣ l ∈ So};
8: if (lc = lv) then
9: break;
10: end if
11: So ← So − {lc};
12: Sc ← Sc ∪ {lc};
13: for each ln ∈ Neighbor(lc) do
14: if (ln ∈ Lo ∪ Sc) then
15: continue;
16: end if
17: So ← So ∪ {ln};
18: Newgl ← g (lc) + E(lc,ln);
19: if (Newgl ≥ g (ln)) then
20: continue;
21: end if
22: Parent (ln)← lc;
23: g (ln)← Newgl;
24: F (ln)← g (ln) + h (ln);
25: tln ← tlc + t(lc,ln);
26: end for
27: end while
28: WayPoints(a,v) ← BuildPath(lv,Parent);
29: Xˆ
a
v ← GenerateDesirableStates(WayPoints(a,v));
Next, we enter the A∗ while loop (Line 6). In each iteration,
we first select a hexagon with minimum F (l) value for
consideration, such as lc (Line 7) and check if lc is the
hexagon associate with node v (Line 8). If true, our A∗ search
algorithm reaches the goal and exits the while-loop. Otherwise,
we remove this node from So and add it to Sc (Lines 11 –
12). Then, we start to explore its six neighboring hexagons one
by one (denoted by ln in Line 13). If one of them contains
obstacles or is in the Sc, we skip it (Lines 14 – 16). Or, we add
this hexagon to the So (Line 17). Next, we compute the new
traveling energy cost from la to ln, where Parent(ln) = lc
(Line 18). If this new value is larger than its existed value, then
we skip it, since this is not a better path (Line 19). On the
contrary, we have found a path that cost less traveling energy
to ln than its previous one. We set the parent hexagon of ln
to lc (Line 22), set g(ln) to Newgl (Line 23), compute its new
F (ln) (Line 24) and the predicted time index when the UAV
reaches ln (Line 25). Once So = ∅, we leave the while-loop
and generate waypoints from la to lv (Line 28).
Finally, we generate the desirable states of the UAV at each
time index from la to lv by using the polynomial motion
planning method [11], [12], [13]. At each time index, the
desirable position, velocity and acceleration of a UAV are
generated by polynomial fitting functions. The desirable Eular
angles and angular velocities are all 0. The result is shown as:
Xˆ
a
v = xˆa (tla) xˆa (tla + 1) xˆa (tla + 2) · · · xˆa (tlv ) .
The above equation is has the same meaning as (15), since
tla = tpa and tlv = tpa + t(pa,pv).
C. Online PID-based Energy Prediction
In the previous subsection, for each UAV a ∈ A, we ob-
tained a sequence of desirable states through all the waypoints
from pa to pv , for each v ∈ V aG . Now, we are going to generate
the predicted input u from each pair of neighboring desirable
states in Xˆ
a
v based on the wind disturbance d(tpa) at current
time index. Then, we can compute the predicted traveling en-
ergy cost with all the inputs. Since the dynamics of quadrotors
is nonlinear, and the position control (i.e. thrust force) and
attitude control (i.e. moments in three dimensions) are coupled
with each other, it is difficult to use a PID controller directly.
However, one can decouple these two control designs using
the technique in [14] and linearize each controller design. For
example, assuming that pc is the desirable position and p is
the current position, in order to design the position control,
we can build the position closed-loop equation as follows:
p¨e +Kdp˙e +Kppe = 0 (19)
where pe = pc − p; p˙e and p¨e are first and second order
derivatives of pe, respectively, and Kd and Kp are both 3× 3
positive definite matrices. Since p¨ is related to the UAV thrust
force directly, Equation (19) can be expanded as:
p¨ = p¨c +Kd (p˙c − p˙) +Kp (pc − p) . (20)
The attitude control design is similar to position control design
as above.
We utilize the results in [14] as follows. Let xa(tpa)
be the current state which is the same as xˆa
(
tpa
)
. We
generate ua(tpa) from xa(tpa) and xˆa(tpa + 1) by using
the decoupled PID control prediction. Besides, we obtain
predicted states xa(tpa + 1) from xa(tpa) and ua(tpa).
Typically, there is some difference between xa(tpa + 1) and
xˆa(tpa + 1). We continue this step from desirable states
xˆa
(
tpa
)
to xˆa
(
tpa + t(pa,pv)
)
. Finally, we obtain a sequence
of predicted inputs as follows:
Uav = ua
(
tpa
)
ua
(
tpa + 1
)
ua
(
tpa + 2
)
· · ·ua
(
tpa + t(pa,pv) − 1
)
.
Next, we compute the predicted traveling energy cost from
the above input sequence. For each predicted input vector
ua ∈ Uav , we first convert it into rotational speed of the
four propellers by (3), then we obtain the piece-wise traveling
energy cost by Equation (14) with t(pi,pj) being the sampling
time ts. Next, we summarize all the piece-wise traveling
energy cost together to get the predicted traveling energy cost
Eav from pa to pv by UAV a. Each UAV computes E
a
v for all
the nodes in V aG . Besides computing E
a
v for each node v in V
a
G ,
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Fig. 3: Low wind pattern.
UAV a also computes the maximum and minimum traveling
energy cost with the same path, such that Eav,max and E
a
v,min
with the wind disturbance d(k) being dmax(k) and dmin(k),
respectively. Finally, the UAV chooses the node goala, such
that goala = arg minv∈V aG{Eav}, as the goal to travel to and
service, as described in Algorithm 1.
D. Online Replanning
In order to achieve more accurate path planning and energy
prediction in the presence of time variant and un-predictable
disturbances, we apply periodic replanning. To this end, for
each node in V aG except goal
a, we use a risk number r to
represent the risk that this node could become the one that
has minimum Eav [4]. The risk number is defined as follows:
rv =
max {Egoala,max − Ev,min, 0}
Ev,max − Egoala,min ∀v ∈ V
a
G .v 6= goala.
(21)
We choose the maximum rv which is denoted by rmax to
compute the replanning interval defined as:
τ = α
(
1 +
β
rmax
)
, (22)
where α is the minimum replanning interval and β is a proper
positive nature number. Then, the next planning time will be
tplana,k+1 = t
plan
a,k + τ. (23)
VI. EVALUATION
In order to analyze the performance of Algorithm 1, we
have conducted a rigorous set of simulations.
A. Experimental Settings
We have implemented all the algorithms in MATLAB. In
our simulations, we consider the following parameters:
• The size of the flight area ranges over 52× 30, 78× 45,
and 104×60 squared meters. We fix the size of hexagons
with side lengths of 1m.
• The number of nodes in the area varies between 10 – 50.
• The number of UAVs ranges over 1 – 8.
• The wind disturbance is 2m/s or 8m/s to represent
low and high winds, respectively. For the duration of
experiments, wind blows for 30s within 40s time intervals
randomly in one of the north, south, east, and west direc-
tions. There is 10s no wind between any two consecutive
wind events (see Fig. 3). Note that given the direction of
wind, angle θ in Equation (14) can be computed from the
direction of a UAV.
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Fig. 4: Comparing Algorithm 1 with the greedy algorithm for
4 UAVs and node redivision period 10s.
• The arm length of all UAVs are 8.6cm and their mass is
0.18kg.
• The PID sampling period is fixed at 0.005s.
• We distinguish four cases based on enabling and disabling
node redivision (denoted ND) and online replanning
(denoted OP). The four cases are denoted by [ND,OP],
[ND,¬OP], [¬ND,OP], and [¬ND,¬OP]. In cases with
¬ND, all the UAVs do a one-time node division in the
beginning (i.e., k = 0). And, for the cases with ND,
node division is applied with different time periods 10 –
80 seconds.
Our sole metric for measurement is the actual global
traveling energy consumption in Joules. To gain statistical
confidence, for each experiment, we generate 100 different
random data sets, where the positions of the nodes and the
UAVs are independent and identically scattered in the flight
area. This will ensure 95% confidence interval. We calculate
the average energy consumption of all the experiments.
B. Analysis of Results
1) Comparing Algorithm 1 with a greedy algorithm: We
first focus on comparing the performance of our algorithm
with a best-effort algorithm, where each idle UAV chooses to
visit the closest unvisited node. We fix the number of UAVs
to 4 and wind to 2m/s.
a) Fixed area/variable number of nodes: Here, we com-
pare two strategies: the greedy algorithm and Algorithm 1 with
node redivision interval of 10s, i.e., function NodeDivision is
invoked every 10s. The flight area is fixed at 52 × 30m2.
Figure 4a shows the performance for 30, 40, and 50 nodes.
As can be seen, Algorithm 1 clearly outperforms the greedy
algorithm by almost 24% energy savings on average. The main
reason is that in our approach a UAV can keep a set of nodes in
its close vicinity and other UAVs that are in relatively longer
distances will not travel to one of those nodes. Observe that the
performance drops a little bit as the number nodes grow. This
is because the area becomes more dense and the assignment
of nodes to UAVs in both algorithms become less crucial.
b) Fixed number of nodes/variable area: Here, we com-
pare the greedy algorithm with Algorithm 1 by fixing the
number of nodes to 30 and changing the size of flight area.
The rest of the parameters are identical to those of the previous
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Fig. 5: The impact of node redivision.
section. We consider area sizes 52m × 30m, 78m × 45m,
and 104m × 60m. The performance is shown in Figure 4b.
Our Algorithm 1 always has about 26% energy saving when
compared with the greedy algorithm.
2) The Impact of Node Redivision: We now focus on
the impact of function NodeDivision and the interval of its
invocation on the performance of Algorithm 1. Here, all
experiments are in 52× 30m2 area.
a) Node redivision period: Now, we test the impact of
the time interval of node redivision. We fix the number of
nodes to 30, the number of UAVs to 4, the disturbance to the
low wind, and increase the node redivision period from 10s
to 80s. In Fig. 5a, the average traveling energy cost grows as
the the node redivision interval increases. The reason is that
function NodeDivision utilizes TSP-length estimation which
may be less accurate than the actual UAV path. Thus, adjusting
the estimation periodically is beneficial. In addition, if we
continue increasing the node redivision interval, the average
traveling energy cost will approach to that with only one-time
node division at the beginning. It can be seen that 10s period
is 13% more efficient than 80s interval.
b) Wind speed: Now, we change the wind disturbance by
fixing 30 nodes with four UAVs. We also distinguish four cases
based on enabling ND and OP. Figure 5b shows the simulation
results. As can be seen, high wind will increase the overall
traveling energy cost. Enabling OP does not show performance
benefits as compared to node redivision in low wind. In high
wind, the effect is hard to predict. Sometimes, it can reduce
the overall traveling energy cost, but sometimes it makes the
results even worse. Online replanning tends to choose the
node with minimum predicted traveling energy as the goal to
travel to, but the local optimum choice does not always lead
to global optimality. Also, although online replanning may
change the goal node once in a while, its impact in cases with
large number of nodes and UAVs is almost negligible. This is,
however, not the case for smaller number of nodes and UAVs.
We will discuss this in Section VI-B3. On the contrary, node
redivision always give better average results.
c) Number of nodes in flight area: Figure 5c shows our
results for 10 – 50 nodes. We fix four UAVs and low wind.
As can be seen, the performance of node redivision improves
as the number of nodes grow. On the contrary, with a small
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Fig. 6: The impact of online replanning.
number of nodes, node redivision usually gives similar results
to one-time node division, as the nodes that are assigned
to each UAV is small. Moreover, since we apply random
distribution of nodes in the area, the average distance between
nodes is large when the number of nodes is small. When a
UAV moves closer to its goal, its distance to other nodes may
grow and other UAVs have less chance to choose this node.
d) The number of UAVs: Figure 5d shows our results for
1 – 8 UAVs while fixing 30 nodes and low wind. As can be
seen, when the number of UAVs is small, node redivision has
little effect, which is expected. As the number of UAVs grow,
the performance of the node redivision improves. However,
when there are too many UAVs, the effect of node redivision
again fades away, which is also expected. Thus, there is a
sweet spot in choosing the number of UAVs proportional to
the area size and the number of nodes in the area.
3) The Impact of Online Replanning: There exist cases,
where online replanning results in better performance. Fig-
ures 6a and 6b show the flight paths of two UAVs located
at Node 1 and Node 2. There is only a one-time initial node
division. As we can be seen, the overall traveling energy cost
with disabling and enabling online replanning is about 378J
and 372J , respectively. When UAV 1 leaves its depot, there
is a 8m/s wind from north to south. If we enable online
replanning, the UAV changes its goal to Node 4 instead of
Node 6 and the overall traveling energy cost will decrease.
This result is consistent with the technique in [4], where online
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replanning is applied for single UAV scenarios.
VII. RELATED WORK
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) [15] is generally con-
cerned with the optimal design of routes by a fleet of vehicles
to service a set of customers by minimizing the overall cost,
usually the travel distance for the whole set of routes. To our
knowledge, the body of work on distributed VRP is limited to
the work in [3], where the authors propose partitioning policies
for adaptive vehicle routing in a dynamic environment, where
travel and service costs can change. In distributed vehicle
routing approximation [2], the authors propose a distributed
approximation algorithm to solve VRP. The DRONA frame-
work [16] provides provably correct distributed path planning
for mobile robots. Heuristic algorithms has been widely used
to solve VRP too. For example, particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [17] generates new search steps by learning from
current and historical best solutions with fast convergence. Ant
colony optimization (ACO) [18] employs a pheromone model,
which builds an initial feasible solution for VRP and then a
tabo search is used to improve the current solution to local
optimal. In these approaches, there is no notion of physical
disturbances.
UAV flight and control have been widely explored. In [14],
the authors survey the dynamics of quadrotors under physical
constraints. The work in [4] studies disturbance-aware online
path planning. In their model, a single UAV needs to visit
multiple nodes. They employ model-predictive control (MPC)
to predict the traveling energy cost to each node under
current wind disturbance and choose the node with minimum
predicted traveling energy cost to travel. Since wind is time
variant, the algorithm runs MPC prediction at a relatively
high rate to adjust the node choice. The paper uses an online
self-triggered scheduling technique to dynamically reschedule
the next replanning time based on the latest MPC prediction
result.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced a decentralized and online path planning
technique for a network of quadrotor UAVs in the presence
of weather disturbances, where the vehicles are expected to
collaboratively visit a set of nodes scattered in a 2D area.
Each UAV will have to spend energy to reach these nodes and
defy environment disturbances. Our approach consists of four
main components (i) a distributed algorithm that periodically
divides the remaining unvisited nodes among the UAVs, (ii) a
local (i.e., UAV-level) A∗-based algorithm that computes the
desirable path for each UAV to reach the nodes assigned to
it, (iii) a local PID controller that predicts the UAV inputs,
and (iv) a planner that computes the predicted energy and
replanning time period. We showed that our techniques results
in significant energy savings as compared to an intuitive best-
effort algorithm.
We are currently implementing our technique in a real
network of UAVs on the px4 flight stack. There are many
interesting research avenues to explore on top of our results. A
natural extension is to consider a 3D model, where obstacles
can be circumvented by flying around or over them. These
choices have different energy consumption profiles. Another
problem is to consider environments with dynamic obstacles,
vehicles, and goals. One may also take other environmental
disturbances such as the heat into account.
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